DIVERSIFOOD - 2nd Annual Meeting
21st – 23rd February 2017
Camplus Living Bononia
Bologna, Italy

AGENDA
Objectives:
1. Reinforce partners’ relationships, share knowledge and experience, learn from each
other
2. Give an overview of key facts from last year
3. Propose and discuss corrective actions, if needed
4. Discuss cross-cutting topics
5. Get the feedback of the External Advisory Board
6. Plan next steps (actions and meeting)
Tuesday, 21st February 2017
09:00

REGISTRATION (In the hall of Camplus Living Bononia)
The meeting will take place in the meeting room “Multimediale”

09:30

Welcome & DIVERSIFOOD Speed Dating

15 mins

G. Bonelli, Formicablu; V. Chable, INRA; B. Dibari, IT; E. Tola, Formicablu

09:45

Overview of 2016

15 mins

V. Chable, INRA

10:00

Update on the WPs (15’ per WP)

105 mins

E. Nuijten, LBI; A. Costanzo, ORC; I. Goldringer, INRA; R. Bocci, RSR; B. Oehen, FiBL; F. Rey, ITAB;
B. Dibari, IT

11:45

Coffee & Discussion about WPs

105 mins

Moderators: G. Bonelli & E. Tola, Formicablu
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13:30

Lunch Break
(In charge of participants. Please, do not forget to carry some cash with you to easily pay your
lunch at the self-service of Camplus Living Bononia.)

14:30

Workshop “Trends on food Market & Food/Seed Labels”

90 mins

Moderators: S. D’Amico, UNIPI; I. Förster, PSR; Ph. Holzherr, PSR; B. Oehen, FiBL; A. Rossi, UNIPI
The aim of the workshop is to share the outcome of the comparison done in task 5.3 with the
partners; develop model best label concepts for underutilized corps taking into account the
outcome of Task 5.1 on valorisation and marketing strategies; learn from different experiences;
share ideas and identify the potential of new communication tools to.
The outcome and conclusion from the workshops are part of the D5.4.

16:00

Coffee Break

16:30

Partners’ Meetings

120 mins

Time devoted to partners’ meetings. You can arrange appointment with partners you would like
to discuss with.

19:45

Appointment in the hall of the Camplus Living Bononia to go to Alce Nero
Restaurant

20:30

SOCIAL DINNER at Alce Nero restaurant

Wednesday, 22nd February 2017 (Meeting Room “Multimediale”)
08:45

Workshop “Enabling legal environment”

135 mins

Moderators: Eva Lotz
Using the multi-actor composition of the project, this workshop would like to define and
understand the different positions of DIVERSIFOOD partners on the legal environment
regarding seeds. Starting with short presentations on the state of the art the discussion among
partners will be moderated in order to clarify the challenges and the different visions. The aim
is not to come to one single vision but to better understand and respect each other. This
workshop will deal with seed legislation, implementation of the Nagoya protocol and its
interrelationships with the Treaty, the impact of patents.

11:00

Coffee Break

11:30

Workshop “Enabling legal environment”

30 mins

12:00

Workshop “Enabling efficient & participatory communication”

90 mins

Moderators: B. Bartha, PSR; G. Bonelli, Formicablu; R. Bocci, RSR; M. Messmer, FiBL; E. Tola,
Formicablu; F. Rey, ITAB
The aim of this workshop is to use the “World Café” method to discuss the following issues:
 How to amplify DIVERSIFOOD communication toward various stakeholders through each
partner involvement (action plan 2017 from each partner)
 DIVERSIFOOD EU stakeholder forum 2018: when, where, with who, for whom, for what
 Which methodologies and advice for multi-actor approaches during public events (share
shops, forums, trainings…)
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13:30

Lunch Break
(In charge of participants. Please, do not forget to carry some cash with you to easily pay your
lunch at the self-service of Camplus Living Bononia.)

14:45

Appointment in the hall of Camplus Living Bononia and departure for the visit of
the farm Podere Santa Croce

15:45

Arrival at the farm

16:00

Visit of the farm Podere Santa Croce

60 mins

17:00

Coffee Break

17:30

Workshop on “Multi-actor approach”

90 mins

Moderators: R. Bocci, RSR; V. Chable, INRA; S. D’Amico, UNIPI; E. Nuijten, LBI; A. Rossi, UNIPI;
E. Serpolay-Besson, ITAB
The aim of the workshop is to discuss the building blocks (methods, tools and process) needed
for effective multi-actor research. Participants will work together in small groups to answer the
question “how to improve multi-actor approach?” This will be done based on the experiences
of partners in WP 2-5. The generated information can be used in WP2 -5, and it will be used to
further develop a toolkit (T1.2) and framework (T1.3) for multi-actor research.

19:00

Dinner at the farm
(In charge of participants, ~20€. You can pay in cash or by credit card)

Thursday, 23rd February 2017 (Plenary sessions will take place in meeting room
“Multimediale”)
09:00
90 mins

Parallel workshops:
 “Modelling and seed organization” (Meeting Room “Multimediale”)
Moderators: I. Goldringer, INRA; A. Miramon, INRA; M. Thomas, CIRAD
The software CropMetaPop will be presented and ideas of relevant seed circulation networks
and scenarios of evolution will be co-designed with interested partners in a participatory
approach. After further consolidation, these scenarios will be numerically assessed with the
simulation model at INRA.



“De-fragmenting and boosting field trials via ‘smart’ protocols” (Meeting
Room “Biblioteca”)

Moderator: A. Costanzo, ORC; M. Carrascosa, RAS; E. Serpolay, ITAB.
Imagine you are running a field trial and you just have three days to both assess the
crops/varieties and to bring people together: (A) one day will deal with the vegetative growth
of the crop, how it establishes and deals with the environment; (B) one day at the reproductive
stage, mainly focused on the productive performance of the crop; (C) one day post-harvest,
mainly dealing with product quality. It will be a planning game to organize these three “days”
making the most of them in terms of participation and data, based on partners’ inputs collected
so far. Its aim is to draft methodological guidelines for “participatory crop evaluation”.

10:30

Coffee Break
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11:00
90 mins

Parallel workshops:
 “Training on statistical methods” (Meeting Room “Biblioteca” and “Sala
Riunioni”)
Moderators: S. Ceccarelli, RSR; I. Goldringer, INRA; P. Mendes Moreira, IPC; P. Rivière, RSP
Four groups of methods specifically suited for on farm decentralized breeding have been
identified in Task3.2: (i) Bayesian approaches based on hierarchical models (ii) spatial and
incomplete block designs (iii) multivariate and clustering approaches based on molecular and
quality data (iv) non-parametric methods based on multiple regression and decision trees.
Based on interactions with partners beforehand, datasets that correspond to one or several
methods will be identified. During the workshop, using the "user-friendly" tools developed,
some of the methods will be tested with interested partners on a few datasets.



“Inventory of underutilized resources” (Meeting Room “Multimediale”)

Moderators: A. Costanzo, ORC; M. Keskitalo, LUKE; P. De La Grandeville, INRA; E. Serpolay, ITAB;
V. Chable, INRA.
The aim of the workshop is to agree and finalise a working definition and classification of
“underutilized crops”. We will work in groups based on three distinct yet overlapping
categories: (A) the novel species; (B) the old, forgotten species; (C) neglected germplasms of
common species. Each group will highlight the key points in terms of (1) genetic resources and
breeding, (2) agro-environmental benefits, (3) adapting growing techniques, (4) processing and
uses. Outcomes will be published as a Factsheet and provide the framework for the “inventory
of underutilized crops”.

12:30

Lunch Break
(In charge of participants. Please, do not forget to carry some cash with you to easily pay your
lunch at the self-service of Camplus Living Bononia.)

14:00

Feedback of the External Advisory Board on the DIVERSIFOOD project

60 mins

15:00

Coffee Break

15:30

Conclusion and general remarks – End of the meeting

60 mins

V. Chable, INRA

16 :30

Partners’ Meetings

90 mins

Time devoted to partners’ meetings. You can arrange appointment with partners you would like
to discuss with.

18:00

Appointment in the hall of Camplus Living Bononia to move downtown to have
a look at Bologna and reach the location of the dinner.

19.30

Dinner organised by Brisa Baker, Campi Aperti and Arvaia (social organisation
in Bologna organising farmers’ markets and producing food). The location is the
Centro Sociale Anziani “Giorgio Costa” - Via Azzo Gardino, 44 Bologna. The cost
will be 15€ per person and is in charge of participants. You can only pay by cash!
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